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Summer School Emory @ Unisi 

Chemistry for Life & Environment 
12th Edition, 27 May - 04 July 2015 

 
 

27 May, Wednesday 

5.00 pm 

 

6.30 

 

 

 

8.00 

Arrival of Emory Group. Check-in at Refugio residence  

 

Introductory meeting at Refugio by summer program coordinator. 

Introduction to the program, teaching aids, internet connection, notes about 

Siena City, restaurants, pharmacies, supermarkets, laundries, etc… 

 

Welcome Dinner at Spadaforte, Piazza del Campo 

 

28 May, Thursday 

OPENING OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL (San Miniato, Room #14) 

10.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11.15 

 

11.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.45 

 

2.00 pm 

Introduction and Greetings 

Daniela Valensin - Unisi Coordinator of General Cooperation Agreement 

Emory/Unisi 

Angelo Riccaboni - Rector Unisi  

Maurizio Taddei - Director Department Biotechnology Chemistry & Pharmacy 

Stefano Mangani - Director Chemical & Pharmaceutical Sciences PhD School 

Annalisa Santucci - Director Biochemistry & Molecular Biology PhD School 

Matthew Weinschenk - Emory Representative 

Douglas Mulford- Emory Representative 

Gabriella Tamasi – Executive Coordinator of Summer School  

Introduction of summer program and its educational purposes 

 

Coffee break & Poster session 

 

Presentations by Unisi Research Groups 

Claudio Rossi – New visions and perspectives in sustainable agriculture: 

synergy and multi-actors approach 

 

Stefano Mangani & Cecilia Pozzi – Structural studies on proteins and 

metalloproteins targets for human diseases 

 

Elena Petricci –Microwave-Assisted Reaction with Gas Reagents. A Green 

Approach to Decorated Molecules 

 

Fabrizia Fabrizi De Biani – Modern applications of electron transfer processes 

 

Claudia Perini - Mediterranean forests and its wood-inhabiting fungi 

 

Buffet & Posters session 

 

Conclusions 

29 May, Friday 

9.00 am 

 

12.30  

 

2.00 pm 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lunch at Mensa Universitaria at Bandini, cards validation 

 

Visit to the “Museo Civico, Palazzo Comunale, Piazza del Campo” 

Guide, Gemma Stecchi 

 

30 May, Saturday 

 Free Day in Siena 

31 May, Sunday 

 Free Day in Siena 
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01 June, Monday 

9.00 am Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

02 June, Tuesday 

Italian Civic Holiday (Festa della Repubblica) 

9.00 am 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

03 June, Wednesday 

9.00 am 

 

2.30 -5.30 pm 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Unisi Laboratory Session at San Miniato 

Fabrizia Fabrizi De Biani – Modern applications of electron transfer processes 

 

04 June, Thursday  

9.00 am 

 

11.30-12.30 

 

 

12.30 

 

 

2.30 -5.30 pm 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture at Refugio  

Neri Niccolai – The post-genomic revolution in Life Sciences 

 

First Evaluation about accommodation, facilities and first week activities at 

Siena, form filling for Emory Students 

 

Annalisa Santucci –Congo Red staining for the diagnosis of amyloidosis 

 

05 June, Friday 

 Emory Students and Faculties visit Florence 

 

06 June, Saturday 
 Free Day in Siena 

 

07 June, Sunday  

 Free Day in Siena 

 

08 June, Monday 

9.00 am 

 

11.30-12.30 

 

 

 

 

2.30 -5.30 pm  

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture at Refugio  

Enrico Tavarnelli – The depositional and tectonic history of ridges and basins 

of Southern Tuscany: geological controls on the quality of wines and food 

produced in Val d’Orcia and in the Chianti mts 

 

Unisi Laboratory Session at Toscana Life Sciences Foundation 

Laura Salvini - Toscana Life Sciences Foundation 

 

Gabriella Tamasi - Chemical characterization of natural matrices: peaches 

and nectarines. HPLC-MS application 

 

09 June, Tuesday 

Half a day at GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), Siena    

9.30 am 

 

 

10:00 – 10.30 

 

10.30 – 11.30 

 

11.30-12.30 

 

12:30  

 

Welcome at the gate by Emanuela Palla 

Brief tour of the site to reach the meeting room 

 

Sylvie Bertholet - Novartis Academy and PhDs program 

 

Emanuela Palla - GSK and general information on vaccines 

 

Roberto Adamo – Glycoconjugate vaccines 

 

Lunch at the canteen 
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10 June, Wednesday 

9.00 am 

 

2.30 5.30 pm 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Unisi Laboratory Session at San Miniato 

Elena Petricci – Microwave-Assisted Reaction with Gas Reagents. A Green 

Approach to Decorated Molecules 

 

Nicola Nelli – Continuous multilayered composite hydrogel as osteochondral 

substitute 

 

11 June, Thursday 

Two Days Cultural trip to Montalcino territory (Domenico Picciolo) 

10.30 am 

 

12.00 

 

12.15 

 

1.30 pm 

 

4.00  

 

7.30 
 

Departure to Montalcino (by line bus)  

 

Arrival to Montalcino  

 

Welcome & Lunch  

 

Check-in to the B&Bs and free time  

 

Visit to the Montalcino’s museum and Fortress. Guide Gemma Stecchi 

 

Typical Montalcino/Tuscany Dinner 

 

12 June, Friday - Two Days Cultural trip to Montalcino territory 

7.30 am 

 

8.00 

 

11.30 

 

 

12.30 

 

1.30 pm  

 

2.45 

 

3.00 

 

4.00 

Breakfast 

 

Trekking from Montalcino Fortress to Abbazia di Sant’Antimo (ca 10 km) 

 

Guided visit to Azienda Agraria “La Mágia”. Class on Sangiovese Grosso 

variety and Brunello winemaking and aging processes  

 

Lunch and wine tasting at Agriturismo  

 

Leaving from Agriturismo towards Abbazia di Sant’Antimo 

 

Attendance to Ora Nona and Canto Gregoriano by Monaci Premonstratensi 

 

Visit to Abbazia di Sant’Antimo, its history, architecture, … 

 

Return to Siena  

 

13 June, Saturday 

 

 

Free day in Siena 

 

14 June, Sunday 

 Free day in Siena 

 

15 June, Monday 

9.00 am 

 

11.30-12.30 

 

 

 

2.30 pm 

 

 

 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture at Refugio  

Stefano Mangani - X-ray photons to probe the most intimate details of 

matter 

 

Emory students meet Unisi Students at Refugio 

Welcome and Introduction by Emory and Unisi Teachers 

Teachers excluded! Students present their own experiences at Universities 
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16 June, Tuesday 

FIELD-TRIP TO BARONE RICASOLI SPA AGRICOLA (BROLIO, GAIOLE IN CHIANTI) 

9.30 

 

10.00 

 

 

 

11.00 

 

 

12.00 

12.30 

 

2.00 pm 

 

 

4.30 

Departure from Porta Romana  

 

Arrival at Brolio 

Guided visit and class in two vineyards by the Agronomist about Sangiovese 

and other vines growing, treatments, … 

 

Guided visit and class in the cellars by the Enologist about wine production 

and aging 

 

Wine tasting 

Lunch at Restaurant Cantine Barone Ricasoli, typical Chianti foods 

 

Guided visit to the Ricasoli Castle, old enological laboratory of Baron Bettino 

Ricasoli, History of Chianti and Italy 

 

Return to Siena 

 

17 June, Wednesday 

9.00 am 

 

11.30 -12.30 

 

 

 

2.30-5.30 pm 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture at Refugio  

Maurizio Taddei – The Central Role of Organic Chemistry in Antibody Drug 

Conjugate based Cancer Therapy 

 

Unisi Laboratory Session at San Miniato  

Manuela Benvenuti - Lysozyme crystallization 

 

18 June, Thursday 

9.00 am 

 

11.30 -12.30 

 

 

 

2.30-5.30 pm 

 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture at Refugio  

Enrico Mugnaioli & Michele Gregorkiewitz - Crystallographic methods for 

nanomaterials: X-ray powder and electron diffraction 

 

Unisi Parallel Laboratory Session at… 

… Orto Botanico & Accademia dei Fisiocritici 

Claudia Perini - Mediterranean forests and its wood-inhabiting fungi 

 

… Laterino 

Enrico Mugnaioli & Michele Gregorkiewitz - Crystallographic methods for 

nanomaterials: X-ray powder and electron diffraction 

 

19 June, Friday 

9.00 am 

 

3.00 pm 

 

 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture by Emory Speakers at San Miniato 

Matthew Weinschenk – An Introduction to Curricular and Constructional 

Changes to the Emory University Chemistry Department 

 

Douglas Mulford – (Mis)conceptions in chemistry: What our students bring 

with them to general chemistry 

 

20 June, Saturday 

 Free day in Siena 

 

21 June, Sunday 

 Free day in Siena 
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22 June, Monday 

FIELD-TRIP TO VILCA (COLLE DI VAL D’ELSA, SIENA) AND TO SAN GIMIGNANO 

9.00 am 

 

9.40 

 

10.00 

11.30 

 

12.00 

 

13.00 

 

2.30 pm 

 

5.00 pm 

Departure from Porta Romana  

 

Arrival at ColleVilca 

 

Guided visit and class about chemistry of glass and glass-blowing methods 

Departure to San Gimignano 

 

Arrival at Fattoria Sovestro in Poggio, and visit to the Vineyards and Cellars 

 

Lunch at Fattoria Sovestro in Poggio  

 

Visit to San Gimignano, the town and main historical places 

 

Departure to Siena 

 

23 June, Tuesday 

9.00 am 

 

11.30-12.45 

 

 

3.00 pm 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Annalisa Santucci - Focus on the first humen genetic disease: Alkaptonuria 
Vanna Micheli - Lesch-Nyhan Disease: past and present research in Siena 

 

Visit to a Contrada Museum, Church, … 

Contrada della Selva. Guide, Gemma Stecchi 

 

24 June, Wednesday 

9.00 am 

 

11.30-12.30 

 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Lecture at Refugio  

Gianluca Giorgi - Mass spectrometry in bioorganic chemistry: from structural 

to stereochemical and conformational characterization 

 

25 June, Thursday 

9.00 am 

 

2.30-5.30 pm 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Unisi Laboratory Session at San Miniato 

Gianluca Giorgi - Mass spectrometry in bioorganic chemistry: from structural 

to stereochemical and conformational characterization 

 

26 June, Friday 

9.00 am 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

27 June, Saturday 

 Free day 

 

28 June, Sunday 

 Free day 

 

29 June, Monday 

 Free day  

 

30 June, Tuesday 
9.00 am 

 

2.30-5.30 pm 

 

 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Unisi Laboratory Session at San Miniato 

Andrea Bernini - A structural account on the amyloidogenic process of the 

atrial natriuretic peptide: a multi technique approach using nuclear magnetic 

resonance, electron microscopy and bioinformatics 
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01 July, Wednesday 

9.00 am  

 

12.00 

 

12.30 

 

 

 

 

7.00 pm 

8.30 

Emory Classes at Refugio 

 

Second and final Evaluation, forms filling for Emory Students 

 

Meeting of Evaluation Committee of Unisi and Emory Teachers 

Conclusions and remarks.  

Planning for 13th Edition Emory@Unisi 2016 and 4th Edition Unisi@Emory 

2016 

 

Horse trials in Piazza del Campo  

Eve Palio Dinner in a Contrada 

 

02 July, Thursday - Palio Day 

07.00 am 

 

 

02.00 pm 

03.00 

04.30 

 

Blessing Mass celebrated by Archibishop in Piazza del Campo for Fantino 

(Jockey) 

 

Attending to the horse blessing in a Contrada 

Attending to Contradas blessing from the Archbishop at Duomo 

Piazza del Campo …waiting for Palio Race 

Palio Race 

 

03 July, Friday 

 Free day 

 

04 July, Saturday 

 Check-out 
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CLASSES AND LAB EXPERIMENTS 

ORAL PRESENTATIONS & POSTERS 

THE LISTING IS BASED ON THE ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF THE FIRST AUTHOR SURNAME 

 

 

Lysozyme crystallization 

Manuela Benvenuti 

 

Development of novel Src inhibitors as anti-neoplastic agents for the treatment of 

human Osteosarcoma  

Giulia Bernardini, Marcella Laschi, Maurizio Botta, Michela Geminiani, Fabrizio Manetti, Maurizio 

Orlandini, and Annalisa Santucci 

 

A structural account on the amyloidogenic process of the atrial natriuretic peptide: a 

multi technique approach using nuclear magnetic resonance, electron microscopy 

and bioinformatics 

Andrea Bernini, Federica Magnani, Lia Millucci, Ottavia Spiga, Neri Niccolai & Annalisa Santucci 

 

Oxidative stress in alkaptonuria 

Daniela Braconi, Giulia Bernardini, Lia Millucci, Barbara Marzocchi, Michela Geminiani, Silvia 

Gambassi, Gabriella Jacomelli, Alessandro Paffetti, Maurizio Orlandini and Annalisa Santucci 

 

Modern applications of electron transfer processes 

Fabrizia Fabrizi de Biani and Maddalena Corsini 

 

Development of novel SMO antagonist as anti-neoplastic agents for the treatment of 

human Osteosarcoma 

Michela Geminiani, Giulia Bernardini, Elena Petricci, Fabrizio Manetti, Marcella Laschi, Maurizio 

Orlandini, Maurizio Taddei and Annalisa Santucci 

 

Mass spectrometry in bioorganic chemistry:from structural to stereochemical and 

conformational characterization 

Gianluca Giorgi 

 

Establishment of a novel human osteosarcoma primary cells biobank from chemo-

naïve patients 

Marcella Laschi, Giulia Bernardini, Michela Geminiani, Daniela Braconi, Lia Millucci, Bruno 

Frediani, Adriano Spreafico, Domenico Campanacci, Rodolfo Capanna and Annalisa Santucci 

 

X-ray photons to probe the most intimate details of matter 

Stefano Mangani 

 

Lesch-Nyhan Disease: past and present research in Siena 

V. Micheli, G. Jacomelli, G. Bernardini, A. Santucci 

 

Focus on the first genetic disease: alkaptonuria 

L. Millucci, D. Braconi, G. Bernardini, M. Geminiani, G. Jacomelli, M. Laschi, S. Gambassi, A. 

Paffetti,  F. Galvagni, A. Spreafico, M. Orlandini, B. Marzocchi and A. Santucci 

 

Crystallographic methods for nanomaterials: X-ray powder and electron diffraction 

Enrico Mugnaioli, Michele Gregorkiewitz 

 

Continuous multilayered composite hydrogel as osteochondral substitute 

Nicola Nelli, G. Leone, S. Lamponi, E. Boanini, A. Bigi, A. Magnani 

 

The post-genomic revolution in Life Sciences 

Neri Niccolai 
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Mediterranean forests and its wood-inhabiting fungi 

Claudia Perini & Maria Nives D’Aguanno 

 

Microwave-Assisted Reaction with Gas Reagents. A Green Approach to Decorated 

Molecules 

Elena Petricci 

 

Structural studies on proteins and metalloproteins targets for human diseases 

Pozzi Cecilia, Di Pisa Flavio, Landi Giacomo, Lucia Dello Iacono, Bonucci Alessio, Manuela 

Benvenuti, and Mangani Stefano 

 

New visions and perspectives in sustainable agriculture: synergy and multi-actors 

approach 

Claudio Rossi 

 

Toscana Life Sciences Foundation 

Laura Salvini 

 

Structural genomics investigation on Homogentisate 1,2-dioxygenase mutations 

responsible for Alkaptonuria  

Spiga O., Bernini A., Tiezzi M., Niccolai N., Santucci A. 

 

The Central Role of Organic Chemistry in Antibody Drug Conjugate based Cancer 

Therapy 

Maurizio Taddei 

 

Chemical characterization of natural matrices: peaches and nectarines 

Gabriella Tamasi, Agnese Magnani, Claudia Bonechi, Gemma Leone, Claudio Rossi 

 

The depositional and tectonic history of ridges and basins of Southern Tuscany: 

geological controls on the quality of wines and food produced in Val d’Orcia and in 

the Chianti mts 

Enrico Tavarnelli 

 

Spectroscopic characterization of the β Amyloid “–KLVFF-“fragment 

Chiara Nesti, Marek Luczkowski, Henryk Kozlowski, Daniela Valensin, Elena Gaggelli, Gianni 

Valensin 

 

Influence of metal ions and membrane mimicking environments on the structural 

features of amyloidogenic proteins 

Daniela Valensin, Caterina Migliorini, Riccardo De Ricco, Chiara Nesti, Marek Luczkowski, 

Henryk Kozlowski 
 

Spectroscopic investigations on α-Synuclein-Cu(I) interactions 

Riccardo De Ricco, Daniela Valensin, Stefano Mangani, Simone Dell’Acqua, Luigi Casella, Luigi 

Bubacco, Elena Gaggelli, Gianni Valensin 
 

The use of pXRF in mining territory: preliminary data for a predictive/descriptive 

archaeometric approach 

Vanessa Volpi, Alessandro Donati, Luisa Dallai, Andrea Bardi 
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Lysozyme crystallization 

 

Manuela Benvenuti 

Department of Biotechnology, Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Siena, Via A. Moro 2, 

53100 Siena, Italy 

Email: manuela.benvenuti@unisi.it 

 

 

Crystallization is the process, governed by both thermodynamic and kinetic factors, by 

which molecules arrange themselves in a natural manner to form a repetitive three-

dimensional reticulum we call crystal. Thermodynamically, protein crystallization is not very 

different from the crystallization of NaCl. In both cases, we need to bring the solution into a 

supersaturated state after which the salt or the protein will hopefully start to crystallize. 

However, protein crystallization methods are very different. In the case of NaCl 

supersaturation may be achieved by first preparing a saturated solution of the salt at some 

high temperature (for example, 40°C) and then leaving it at room temperature for some time. 

At room temperature the solution will be in a thermodynamically metastable state. The result 

is that after a short while salt crystals will be found at the bottom of the glass. In the case of 

proteins, heating is not a method to use, proteins may quickly denature at high temperatures 

(unless it is a protein from a thermophilic organism). We are helped by the fact that protein 

solubility depends on many factors and not only on temperature. Among these factors is the 

concentration and type of salt present in the buffer, the pH of the buffer, the presence of 

possible co-factors, etc. Depending on the protein, different crystallization methods may be 

used to bring the solution into supersaturation, normally through a gradual decrease of the 

solubility of the protein. The most common way to reduce protein solubility for crystallization is 

by the addition of so-called precipitants (see Diagram). A precipitant binds water molecules, 

essentially competing with the protein for water, thus reducing water availability, which mimics 

higher protein concentration. Popular precipitants include polyethylene glycol and ammonium 

sulfate, probably the most widely used, but there are many other precipitants. When 

precipitant concentration is gradually increased, for example by using the method of vapor 

diffusion, the amount of solvent available for the protein is decreased, which in turn may lead 

to protein precipitation, or if the conditions are correct, to crystallization of the protein.  

The objective of the Laboratory session is to provide “hands on” experience on the 

crystallization of Enzyme Lysozyme, which has been well characterized with respect to 

crystallization properties. 

We will use the sitting drop methods that rely on vapor diffusion, in which a drop containing  

lysozyme/precipitant solution is allowed to equilibrate in a closed system containing a reservoir 

of precipitant.  

With vapor diffusion, the sample is at 50% of the concentration of the precipitant compared to 

the reservoir solution and is less than that required for protein crystallization. Thus because 

the precipitant is the major solute present, vapor diffusion in the closed system results in the 

net transfer of water from the protein solution to the reservoir, until the precipitant 

concentration is the same in both solutions. Upon equilibration this transfer of water ceases 

and the resultant protein solution stays at the optimal precipitant concentration for 

crystallization.  

 

 
Generic diagram showing the different areas of a protein-precipitant equilibrium in terms of the 

concentrations of both components. 

 

http://www.proteinstructures.com/Experimental/Experimental/crystallization-tools.html
http://www.proteinstructures.com/Experimental/Experimental/crystallization-tools.html
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Development of novel Src inhibitors as anti-neoplastic agents for the 

treatment of human Osteosarcoma  
 
Giulia Bernardini, Marcella Laschi, Maurizio Botta, Michela Geminiani, Fabrizio Manetti, Maurizio 

Orlandini, and Annalisa Santucci* 

Department of Biotechnology, Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Siena, Via A. Moro 2, 

53100 Siena, Italy. 

 *email: annalisa.santucci@unisi.it, phone +39 0577 234958; fax +39 0577 234254 

 

Osteosarcoma is characterized by an extremely aggressive clinical course, with rapid 

development of metastases to the lungs and distant bones. Although the prognosis of OS has 

been notably improved (5-year survival rates of up to 50–70%) by multimodal therapy, a 

considerable number of patients develop pulmonary metastasis,decreasing their overall 5 year 

survival rate to only 28%. Hence, there is a real need to develop novel targeted therapeutic 

approaches aimed at treating OS (1, 2). 

During the past decade, Src has attracted interest as a therapeutic target. Src is a nonreceptor 

tyrosine kinase encoded by the c-Src proto-oncogene and it is involved in myriad fundamental 

cellular processes, such as cell proliferation, migration, invasion and survival. Although 

activating Src mutations are rarely associated with human cancer, both overexpression and 

overactivation of Src have been shown to contribute to transformation and malignant cancer 

progression. Recently, numerous Src inhibitors have been identified based on different 

mechanisms of inhibition. Among them a novel pyrazolo[3,4-d]pyrimidine derivative, namely 

SI-83, was selected by us because of its high antiproliferative and proapoptotic activities 

toward human OS cells, as well as because of its capacity to inhibit Src phosphorylation. We 

also observed that in primary human osteoblasts (HOB), SI-83 less affected proliferation and 

apoptosis and did not impair osteoblastic differentiation and functionality. Finally, such in vitro 

observations also got an in vivo confirmation since SI-83 was shown to significantly reduce 

xenograft SaOS-2 tumour mass in a murine model without apparent toxicity in animals (3, 4). 

To get insight into the complex molecular mechanism of SI-83 in OS cells, we conducted a 

comparative proteomic and phosphoproteomic investigation combined with mass spectrometry 

technology. Overall, our results revealed Src inhibition by SI-83 induced apoptosis and 

inhibition of proliferation in SaOS-2 cells through the deregulation of glutamate receptor 1 

(GRIA1), two proteasome subunits (PSMA 5 and PSMA6), and several ER resident proteins 

such as GRP78, CARL, P4HB, NPM1, and RCN. In addition, we demonstrated the antimetastatic 

activity of our compound in which the dephosphorylation of ARPC5L represents the key event 

leading to disruption of cytoskeletal architecture and impairment of cellular migration (5). 

 

 
References 
1. Bernardini, G. et al. Proteomics. 2012 Feb;12(4-5):708-21.  
2. Bernardini, G. et al. Expert Rev Proteomics. 2014 Jun;11(3):331-43. 
3. Manetti, F. et al. J Med Chem (2007) 50, 5579 – 5588. 
4. Spreafico, A. et al. FASEB Journal (2008) 22, 1560–1571. 
5. Bernardini, G. et al. Mol Biosyst. 2014;10(6):1305-12 
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A structural account on the amyloidogenic process of the atrial natriuretic 

peptide: a multi technique approach using nuclear magnetic resonance, 
electron microscopy and bioinformatics 

 

Andrea Bernini*, Federica Magnani, Lia Millucci, Ottavia Spiga,  

Neri Niccolai & Annalisa Santucci 

Department of Biotechnology, Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Siena, Via A. Moro 2, 

53100 Siena, Italy 

*andrea.bernini@unisi.it 

 

Natriuretic peptides are peptide hormones that are synthesized by the heart, brain and other 

organs. The release of these peptides by the heart is stimulated by atrial and ventricular 

distension, as well as by neurohumoral stimuli, usually in response to heart failure. The main 

physiological actions of natriuretic peptides is to reduce arterial pressure by decreasing blood 

volume and systemic vascular resistance. Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) is a 28 amino-acid 

peptide that is synthesized, stored, and released by atrial myocytes in response to atrial 

distension, angiotensin II stimulation, endothelin, and sympathetic stimulation (beta-

adrenoceptor mediated). Therefore, elevated levels of ANP are found during hypervolemic 

states (elevated blood volume), which occurs in congestive heart failure (CHF). ANP is first 

synthesized and stored in cardiac myocytes as prepro-ANP, which is then cleaved to pro-ANP 

and finally to ANP. ANP is the biologically active peptide, characterised by a cysteine pair 

forming either an intra-chain disulphide bridge leading to a cyclic, monomeric peptide (α-ANP), 

and a cross-chain, double disulphide bridge leading to an antiparallel dimer (β-ANP). α-ANP 

amyloid is responsible of isolated atrial amyloidosis (IAA), a fibril deposit known to play an 

important role in the pathophysiology of CHF [1,2]. In the present study, the structural 

behaviour of α-ANP amyloidogenic process has been investigated by a multi-technique 

approach, combining Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), Transmission Electron Microscopy 

(TEM) and bioinformatics tools. NMR studies in aqueous media has demonstrated the process 

to rely mostly on addition of monomers to the elongating fibril rather than on formation of 

large, soluble intermediates. Such behaviour, together with the evidence of the monomers 

being completely unstructured, make the elongating fibril the structural target of choice for 

rational design of modulator molecules. Matching of simulated α-ANP protofilaments with TEM 

micrographs of amyloids, followed by refinement with molecular docking/dynamics simulations, 

allowed for a the modelling of the fibril structure at atomic level, resulted to be of the 2-ring 

type, similar to that found already in amylin and Aβ amyloids [3]. 

Such model will be the starting point for structure-based, de-novo design of small molecule 

disruptors of elongation interfaces. Furthermore, the peculiarity of α-ANP cyclic structure and 

of its monomer-based elongation model make it a suitable system for atomistic studies of 

amyloidogenic processes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
TEM image of an α-ANP fibril 
obtained at pH 4: the twist and 
flatness of the structure are 

apparent. 

Matching of the simulated 
structure of the 2-ring type fibril 
onto the TEM image. Coiled 

protofilaments are highlighted in 
cyan and red. 

2-ring type model of the fibril: 
the opposing peptide loops, 
constituting the protofilaments 

interface, are highlated in 
magenta. 

 
References 
1. Millucci, L. et al., Scientific World Journal 2012, 2012, 293863. 
2. Millucci, L. et al., PLoS One 2011, 6, e21870. 
3. Smaoui, M.R. et al., Biophys J. 2013, 104, 683–693. 
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Oxidative stress in alkaptonuria 
 

Daniela Braconi, Giulia Bernardini, Lia Millucci, Barbara Marzocchi, Michela Geminiani, Silvia 

Gambassi, Gabriella Jacomelli, Alessandro Paffetti, Maurizio Orlandini and Annalisa Santucci* 

Department of Biotechnology, Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Siena, Via A. Moro 2, 
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Alkaptonuria (AKU, OMIM: 203500) is a rare metabolic disease due to a deficient activity of the 

enzyme homogentisate 1,2-dioxygenase (HGD), involved in the catabolic pathway of 

phenylalanine and tyrosine [1,2]. Due to such a deficiency, AKU patients undergo 

accumulation of the metabolite homogentisic acid (HGA), which is prone to 

oxidation/polymerization reactions up to the production of a melanin-like pigment, whose 

molecular composition is still quite obscure. Once the pigment is deposited onto connective 

tissues (mainly in joints, spine and cardiac valves), a classical bluish-brown discolouration is 

imparted leading to a phenomenon known as ‘ochronosis’, which is the hallmark of AKU. 

Thanks to a range of in vitro and ex vivo human models set up for the study of HGA-induced 

effects, the clarification of the molecular mechanisms underlying the production and deposition 

of the ochronotic pigment in AKU started recently. Proteomics and redox-proteomics allowed 

highlighting that HGA could induce significant oxidation of a number of serum and chondrocyte 

proteins. Further investigations revealed that HGA could induce proteome alterations, lipid 

peroxidation, thiol depletion and amyloid production, altogether contributing to oxidative stress 

generation and protein oxidative post-translational modification in AKU [3-17]. 

These findings on HGA-induced oxidative stress in AKU, helping the clarification of the 

molecular mechanisms of ochronosis, may potentially provide the basis for its pharmacological 

treatment, which is currently lacking. 
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Electron transfer [1] is the key-step in many chemical processes brought into play in many 

applications: as an example it plays a role in nanotechnologies, in biochemistry and in the 

solar energy exploitation. Electrochemistry collects a branch of techniques dedicated to the 

study of the many aspects concerning the electron transfer phenomena, their energetic and 

kinetic aspects and their consequences from a chemical and physical point of view. As a further 

bonus, electrochemistry can be used in tandem with many spectroscopies extending the 

potentiality of this approach. In this short presentation we will give a short survey of the 

activity of the inorganic electrochemistry group of the Department.  
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Osteosarcoma is characterized by an extremely aggressive clinical course, with rapid 

development of metastases to the lungs and distant bones. Although the prognosis of OS has 

been notably improved (5-year survival rates of up to 50–70%) by multimodal therapy, a 

considerable number of patients develop pulmonary metastasis,decreasing their overall 5 year 

survival rate to only 28%. Hence, there is a real need to develop novel targeted therapeutic 

approaches aimed at treating OS (1, 2). 

Aberrant activation of Hh signaling is implicated in the formation and maintenance of several 

types of cancer affecting tumorigenic properties such as increased metastatic behaviour, 

enhanced survival capability by up-regulation of the anti-apoptotic mediator Bcl-2, increased 

proliferative machinery and promotion of tumor invasiveness by inducing Snail mediated E-

cadherin down-regulation. 

OS shares many characteristics with undifferentiated osteoprogenitor including expression of 

primitive osteoblast markers, high proliferative capacity and elevated Hedgehog (Hh) signaling 

(3). Consequently, restoring the differentiation of OS cells through Hh pathway inhibition might 

change the aggressive or resistant OS into a less aggressive, more differentiated tumor. 

Recently, acylguanidine and acylthiourea derivatives have been identified as members of a 

novel family of Smo antagonists, by using a pharmacophoric model-based virtual screening 

strategy. Five of these compounds have been tested as antineoplastic agents for the treatment 

of OS evaluating their anti-proliferative activity on a OS cell line, namely MNNG. All the 

compounds tested inhibited MNNG cell viability (LD50) and cell proliferation (IC50) in a dose-

dependent manner with three compounds being the most active towards MNNG cells 

proliferation. Further experiments demonstrated that these three compounds are able to 

strongly inhibit HH signalling as indicated by the decrease in GLI1 WB signal. Moreover, they 

posses a moderate cytotoxic effect since they do not alter cell morphology nor cause DNA 

damage, and they also possess an elevated pro-apoptotic activity at very low concentrations 

(4). 
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Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful methodology for identifying, structurally 

characterizing, investigating the reactivity and quantitating wide classes of naturally occurring 

organic molecules or obtained by different synthetic approaches. 

A number ionization techniques, depending on the chemico-physical properties of the 

molecules, and a wide range of analyzers are available. 

Given an organic molecule, a lot of information can be obtained by mass spectrometry: 

molecular weight, elemental formula, structural characterization (tandem mass spectrometry), 

quantitation, but also it is possible to determine stereochemical properties, to study 

conformations (ion mobility mass spectrometry), to make a mapping of the analytes on a 

surface, such as a tissue or a leaf (mass spectrometry imaging), to make ion spectroscopy in 

the gas phase [1-2]. The use of soft ionization techniques, such as electrospray and MALDI, 

allows to characterize non covalent complexes and to study supramolecular aggregates. 

The mass spectrometer can be used as a complete chemical laboratory for gas phase studies 

of the reactivity of radical ions, cations and anions, collision-induced dissociation reactions, ion 

activation by photons, ion-molecule and ion-ion reactions. 

The coupling of mass spectrometry with different separative techniques, such as gas 

chromatography and HPLC allows the study of complex mixtures. 

Applications of mass spectrometry in organic chemistry developed by this research group [3-

4]will be presented. 

 

 

Laboratory session 

Mass Spectrometry in Practice: What is Your Weight and What is Your Structure? 

ESI MS and MS/MS experiments on different matrices (food, biological samples, plants) will be 

carried out. 
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Osteosarcoma (OS) is a primary highly malignant tumor of bone, affecting predominately 

adolescents and young adults between 10 and 20 years of age. OS is characterized by an 

extremely aggressive clinical course, with a rapid development of metastasis to the lung and 

distant bones (1, 2). 

Nowadays, the greatest challenges in OS management are the lack of reliable diagnostic and 

prognostic markers, the poor responsiveness and resistance to conventional chemotherapy, 

and the rapid development of lung metastasis. The experimental studies regarding the 

molecular basis of the pathology and the development of novel targeted therapeutics suffer of 

several limitations mainly due to the rarity of the disease and to the small number of cell 

models available. Moreover, individual and ethnic differences in OS onset and in the 

responsiveness to chemotherapy, makes restrictive and not effective the use of the most 

frequently studied OS commercial cell lines (SaOS-2, U2OS, MG63).  

With this aim, we established and characterised twenty chemo-naïve osteosarcoma primary 

cells present within a novel exclusive OS biobank that we called ASOS biobank (3). 

Four of these primary cells have been extensively characterized as representatives of chemo-

naïve osteoblastic, chondroblastic and small cell high grade OS tumors from adolescent 

patients of Italian origin. Several phenotypic features of these cells were biochemically 

characterized and compared with those of the original tumors, such as with those of 

established OS commercial cell lines and primary not transformed cells (4). The cultured cells 

appear to have retained the peculiar characteristics of the original tumors and could be used as 

new culture models for in vitro OS studies, aimed not only at a better understanding of the OS 

cellular origin and malignant progression but also at the identification of diagnostic markers 

and new therapeutic targets for OS (3, 5). 
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Discovered in 1895 by Rontgen, x-ray photons have energies ranging from about 120 eV to 120 

keV and wavelengths from about 100 Å to 0.1 Å. X-rays mainly interact with atomic electrons in 

three main processes: elastic scattering, inelastic scattering and absorption that can be used for 

object imaging on a meter to Ångstrom scale, for getting structural information either on long-

range ordered matter (crystals), on short-range ordered matter (amorphous solids) as well as on 

liquids or even single molecules. To achieve this kind of information an extraordinary variety of 

techniques has been developed: x-ray crystallography, x-ray diffraction, x-ray absorption 

spectroscopy, x-ray photoemission spectroscopy, x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy and x-ray 

microscopy. These techniques can be exploited at their maximum capability by using the 

properties of x-rays generated at modern synchrotron sources and by x-ray free-electron lasers. 

Few simple examples of applications of x-rays to the study of condensed matter, from inorganic 

materials to cells, will be provided in the hope to stimulate the curiosity of the students towards 

these extraordinary tools available to contemporary scientists. 
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The devastating Lesch-Nyhan disease (LND) is characterized by choreoathetosis, mental 

retardation, spasticity and compulsive self mutilation, accompanied by hyperuricemia and gout 

often yielding in stones and renal failure [1]. The cause is a genetically determined deficiency 

of Hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT), the main purine salvage enzyme. 

Its deficiency causes catabolism of unrecycled purine bases to uric acid, accumulating in serum 

and urines (hyperuricemia and hyperuricuria). LND is a very rare disease (1/380000) and early 

diagnosis is not often obtained. 

The connection between the severe neurological syndrome and HPRT deficiency is still unclear, 

though dopamine function is known to be affected. Several biochemical alterations (metabolite 

levels and enzyme activities) have been reported in patients cells and plasma, and molecular 

studies demonstrated altered expression of apparently unrelated genes and dysregulation of 

cellular functions [2-4].  

Different research lines have been carried on by our group, including development of quick 

diagnostic methods [5] to offer diagnosis on a national basis; research on pathogenetic 

mechanisms involving purine and pyridine metabolism in human HPRT- cells [6,7] and animal 

models [8], studies for hyperuricemic drug development [9]. The latter research is aimed at 

testing the reliability of PNP inhibitors as a therapy for urate, hypoxanthine and xanthine 

excess in LND patients by blocking hypoxanthine production upstream. Uric acid excess is in 

fact an important trouble for LND patients, and is commonly managed by xanthine oxidase 

inhibitors, yielding in urate decrease but bad side effects due to xanthine and hypoxanthine 

increase.  

The most recent line of research concerns protein modification in LND patients by 

comprehensive proteomic and redox-proteomic approaches, aiming at identifying aberrant 

proteins or post-translation modifications. as a valuable tool to investigate the pathogenic 

mechanisms of LND. No systematic study has been conducted yet on the protein pattern in this 

disease in humans [10].  
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Alkaptonuria (AKU) is an ultra-rare disease developed from the lack of homogentisic acid 

oxidase activity (1), causing homogentisic acid (HGA) accumulation that produces an 

ochronotic pigment, of unknown composition, responsible of multi-systemic organ damage. 

The pigment is an insoluble, protease-, organic solvent-, acid-resistant high molecular weight 

compound. We have analysed AKU patient specimens (bone, cartilage, synovia, heart, 

prostatic calculi, salivary gland, abdominal fat, blood, urine, saliva) and set up in vitro human 

serum, cell, tissue AKU models able to develop ochronosis following HGA supplementation (2-

7). We proved that HGA auto-oxidation to benzoquinone (BQA) induces apoptosis and a strong 

oxidative stress mediated by thiol depletion and protein post-translational and expression 

modifications, lipid alterations, as well as release of serum amyloid A (SAA) and pro-

inflammatory cytokines (2-10). Importantly, we proved that AKU is a novel amyloidogenic 

disease, where SAA amyloid co-localizes with ochronotic pigment, thus suggesting a structural 

relation between these two types of deposits, an unique feature of this rare disease (11-15). 

Our findings also indicate a role of the key metabolite in AKU, HGA, in the SAA-amyloid 

production (). Moreover, amyloid was always detected structurally interconnected/overlapped 

to ochronotic deposits in all samples (Figure 1). Integrated technologies allowed to ascertain 

that ochronotic pigment is amorphous and constituted by C, O, N, Na and a very high 

percentage of S (17). Although systemic, local production of ochronosis at the joint (19), heart 

(16, 18) and possibly brain (11) level may be relevant for the progression of the disease. 
 

 

Figure 1: AKU cartilage: Left) Thioflavin T stained 

cartilage from AKU patient. Co-localization of 
melanin (ochronosis) and amyloid was revealed. 
Right upper) TEM image of an ochronotic 
chondrocyte. Right lower) 2 photon image of 
pigment and amyloid through AKU tissue. AKU 

aortic valve: Left) Upper: Light microscopy; 

Middle: TEM; Lower: SEM. Right) Ochronotic 
pigment (upper) co-localized with SAA amyloid 
(lower, immunofluorescence).  
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The macroscopic properties of a given compound are strictly connected with the arrangement 

of the compound atoms at a sub-nanometric scale. Crystallography is the science that studies 

the atomic structure of solid materials, and the chief experimental method for most 

crystallographic investigations is diffraction. A radiation with wavelength of few angstrom or 

smaller passing through a solid medium generates a characteristic diffraction pattern, that 

holds information about the atomic structure of the diffracting medium. Since Laue’s discovery 

of X-ray scattering about one century ago, thousands of organic and inorganic materials have 

been structurally determined, mainly by single-crystal diffraction methods. 

One of the main challenge for nowadays crystallography is the characterization of 

nanomaterials, i.e. materials made of coherent crystalline domains smaller than one micron 

that cannot be analyzed by standard single-crystal techniques. This goal is of primary 

importance for many scientific disciplines and technological applications, ranging from material 

sciences to pharmaceutics and biology. 

In the last twenty years, X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) experienced a fast growth, boosted 

by synchrotron sources, Rietveld method for full plot refinement, development of global 

optimization algorithms and considerable hardware and software empowering. A tiny quantity 

of polycrystalline sample made of randomly oriented domains is irradiated by X-rays and 

generates a series of diffraction peaks at specific scattering angles. Peak positions depend on 

the geometry of the irreducible structural unit (unit cell) that describes the material, while 

peak intensities give information about the arrangement of atoms inside this irreducible unit. 

Electron diffraction is another powerful technique for the structural investigation of 

nanomaterials. Electrons have a stronger interaction with matter and can be easily focused in a 

nanoprobe by electromagnetic lenses. Thus, electrons allow to analyze single crystals with 

dimension down to 50-5 nm. Additionally, diffraction information can be coupled with imaging 

by an electron microscope. This method is particularly powerful for the study of nanocrystalline 

mixtures and of isolated nano-sized particles inside biologic tissues. Recently, it became 

possible to acquire and reconstruct 3D electron diffraction data with high-enough quality for 

the determination of extremely complex structures, like zeolites and proteins. 

In the present activity, students will attend a lecture starting with a brief overview of 

crystallography and diffraction and stressing the more advanced techniques and 

instrumentations used for the characterization of nano and bio-related materials. The second 

part of the lecture will focus on XRPD and tomographic electron diffraction methods. The 

afternoon will be dedicated to a visit to the X-ray and electron microscopy laboratories of the 

Department of Physical Sciences, Earth and Environment (Via Laterino 8, Siena). Students will 

attend sample preparation for XRPD and electron microscopy/diffraction, data acquisition and 

analysis. 

 

Lecture program (90 min, at Rifugio) 

Introduction to crystallography: symmetry and diffraction 

Old and new methods for diffraction experiments: from Laue to synchrotron and XFEL 

XRPD: theory and examples 

Electron diffraction: benefits and limitations 

Electron diffraction tomography: theory and examples 

 

Lab and exercises (3h, at DSFTA, Via Laterino 8) 

(technical assistant: Alessandro Berto) 

Visit to X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy laboratories 

Sample preparation for XRPD and electron diffraction 

XRPD and electron diffraction data acquisition 

Analysis of XRPD data 

Analysis of tomographic electron diffraction data 
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Cartilage is a highly organized avascular soft tissue that assembles from nano-to macro-scale 

to produce a complex structural network. To mimic high complex cartilage tissue, we 

developed a stable three layers composite polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) based hydrogel, 

characterized by a tailored gradient of mechanical properties as a consequence of different 

degrees of crosslinking and enrichment with nano-hydroxyapatite (HA). The optimized 

synthesis method implies chemical crosslinking of each layer directly onto the previous one to 

ensure a drastic reduction of the material discontinuities and brittleness. The multilayered 

composite was physically, chemically and mechanically characterized by infrared spectroscopy, 

differential scanning calorimetry, thermogravimetry, scanning electron microscopy and 

rheometry in order to compare its physico-chemical characteristics with those of cartilage 

tissue. Experimental measurements show that the rheological behaviour of the multilayered 

composite (MSC) was very similar to that of the tibial plateau of human cartilage. The water 

content of each MSC layer is similar to that of articular cartilage, producing the same gradient 

of interstitial fluid and the mesopouros structure strictly resembles that of articular cartilage, 

allowing similar transport of both nutrients and metabolic waste to and from the cells. Finally, 

the cytocompatibility tests show that the composite material has no toxic effects towards 

osteoblasts or chondrocytes and doesn’t hinder cells proliferation. Thus, the developed 

multilayered composite hydrogel can be considered a promising potential substitute for 

damaged cartilage tissue.  

 

Motivations and Objectives 

Hydrogels are excellent biomimetic materials and their structural, morphological and 

mechanical properties can be modulated [1] on the basis of the required application. However, 

to simulate a high organized material like articular cartilage only one material could be 

insufficient [2]. For this purpose the use of composite materials is recommended, but they 

usually present material discontinuities and brittleness. In this work we describe a chemical 

procedure that enables to control the crosslinking degree gradient along the whole material 

thickness, allowing to drastically reduce the material discontinuities and brittleness and 

providing a stable chemical multilayered composite material. Furthermore, the choice of 

PVA/calcium phosphate composites allows to obtain a total biocompatible hydrogel for cartilage 

tissue replacement.  

 

Results and Discussion 

The composite hydrogel showed a water content comparable to that of the deepest and the 

highest cartilage layers, respectively. Furthermore, the multi-layered material displayed 

rheological properties strictly comparable with those of cartilage in terms of both complex 

modulus and recovery. 

 

Compound 
Hydrogel 

WC            
(%) 

Cartilage 
Ref. 

Hydrogel G*       
(Mpa) 

Cartilage   
Ref. 

Hydrogel 
Recovery 1s 

(%) 

Cartilage 
Ref. 

Deepest Layer 63±3 ≈60  / / / / 

Highest Layer 83±3  ≈85  / / / / 

Multilayer (MSC) / / 0.032±0.003 0.030±0.003 70 70 
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Biomedical research in the post genomic era is characterized by huge amounts of collected 

data, thanks to a synergistic effect of several advances in basic knowledge and technology. For 

the first time in human history, high throughput procedures, such the ones routinely used in 

genome investigations, yield more results than the ones researchers can handle. Thus, a large 

number of databanks have been established to accommodate and to give some order to the 

obtained biological results. Once databanks are operative, algorithms must be implemented to 

extract information which can be relevant for the advancement of science and technology. This 

is what Bioinformatics do and the reason why, nowadays, it is obtaining an increasing 

consideration among scientists is apparent. 

Structural Bioinformatics deals with the available wealth of biological information at an atomic 

resolution with the main goal of understanding basic mechanisms of life or, just as 

an example, for establishing new procedures for drug design. Protein Data Bank (PDB) is the 

temple where the structural information collected by X ray crystallographers, NMR 

spectroscopists and cryo-electron-microscopists is safely stored. More than 90,000 different 

structures of proteins, DNA and RNA can be now retrieved from PDB. 

We have developed a new structural descriptor, the atom depth index (Di), to analyze protein 

structures in terms their atom distribution within the reported 3D structure [1]. By using this 

new tool, protein cores have been systematically investigated and defined, see Fig. 1. Protein 

core compositions have revealed that specific protein folds require the presence of specific 

amino acids which might be the basis a specific fold barcoding . 

By using Di analysis on PDB files, protein surface composition has been also investigated, in 

order to find clues of the mechanisms driving protein-protein interactions [3]. 

 

 
Figure 1: The use of new algorithms to explore new dimensions of protein folding and interactions. 
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Mediterranean vegetation is dominated by the evergreen holm and cork oak forests, deciduous 

oak or pine woodlands. This areas are characterized by dry and hot summers, rainy and mild 

to cool winters. In this ecosystems dead wood is one of the main factors which contributes to 

the conservation of biodiversity, both as carbon stocks and as habitat for many organisms. 

Saproxylic organisms, in relation to their dependence on dead wood, are the most threatened 

species in Europe and it represents one of the major conservation problem. Especially, wood-

inhabiting fungi play an important role in decomposition processes of wood, because they 

regulates the availability of resources not only for themselves but also for other functional 

groups. However, there are only few studies about the relation between the quality and the 

amount of dead wood and fungal species, above all in the Mediterranean area.  

Here a recent study that takes place in the forest of Mediterranean holm oak (Quercus ilex) 

into the Maremma Regional Park is reported. The aim of our work was to evaluate the role of 

dead wood related to the presence of wood-inhabiting fungi, studying how the fungal 

community changes in relation to the wood features (dimension and decomposition) and 

volume. The sampling was carried out in 12 plots, writing down diameter and class of decay 

stage, for each piece of wood where an organism was found. The accumulation curves showed 

that species richness is higher in dead wood of small diameter, while there is no difference 

among the three classes of decay stage. Regarding composition of species, our results show 

that different species and, in some cases whole families have different growth patterns in 

relation to the diameter of wood and its stage of decomposition. The Kendall correlation 

coefficient  shows that the abundance of rare species is linked with the volume of large woody 

debris. Thanks to the results of this study and similar ones done in Quercus cerris woods 

localized near to Siena in the State Natural Reserves of Cornocchia and Palazzo, it could be 

said that in the Mediterranean area during the process of decomposition there is a strong 

variation of wood inhabiting fungi composition, while the species richness depends mainly on 

the size of the woody piece (1, 2). In conclusion, the importance of the presence of small and 

large woody debris show that, in forest management practice, it must be ensured the 

maintenance of both components after clear-cut or thinning operations. 
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Reactions with gas reagents are highly atomeconomic catalytic transformations widely applied 

in industry. Hydroformylations, hydrogenations, carbonylations, as well as methatesis and 

(cyclo)trimerizations are only few examples of interesting reactions involving gas as reagents. 

Beside their useful application on preparative process these transformations are not so 

commonly employed in lab scale because of the need of high pressure resisting autoclaves (not 

so common in organic chemistry labs), long reaction times and the use of potentially harmful 

gas in high pressure conditions. The use of microwaves as heating source in organic synthesis 

has attracted considerable interest in the last 15-20 years. This technique allows to reduce the 

time of chemical transformations and consequently the formation of by-products is lowered, 

often with improved yields and purity of the final compounds. 

Amongst different reaction conditions tested inside a microwave cavity, the use of gas has 

been scarcely investigated and only in the latest years some contributions on this field 

appeared. As most of the reactors for microwaves are designed to work under the pressure 

developed by the solvent under heating, the microwave reaction tube can be considered as a 

potential small autoclave. Hydroformylation [1] carbonylation[2] as well as hydrogenation[3] 

reactions can be run under microwave cavities using quite mild conditions especially in term of 

gas pressures, reaction temperatures and times as well as employing more ecofriendly 

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts. These reactions in tandem with other 

transformations consent a rapid access to natural products and interesting scaffolds for organic 

and medicinal chemistry purposes. 
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Biological macromolecules are the machinery of life. An understanding of the three-

dimensional macromolecular structure gives us a deeper understanding of basic biological 

concept and processing, can help to unravel the causes of diseases, assists rational 

pharmaceutical design and can lead to the design of macromolecules with novel properties. 

Visualizing these macromolecules is a complex path involving diverse but interrelated areas, 

spacing from DNA manipulation, protein expression and purification, macromolecular 

crystallization, structure determination through biophysical methods such as X-ray 

crystallography.      

The central role of protein crystallography in achieving fundamental structural knowledge is 

testified by the enormous expansion of this field over the past four decades, as indicated by 

the exponential growth of protein structures from X-ray diffraction deposited in the Protein 

Data Bank (PDB, www.rcsb.org).   

Our structural studies are currently focusing on several proteins and metalloproteins, targets 

for the treatment of various human pathologies. A first research area concerns the inhibition 

and regulation of human enzymes and proteins involved in cancer and neurodegenerative 

disorders. These studies aim to provide the structural basis for the development of innovative 

drugs to fight different pathologies. The understanding of protein function and the protein-

protein interactions that are involved in metabolic pathways allows to conceive innovative 

molecules able to regulate such pathways and to contrast the progression of these pathologies. 

The target systems are human thymidylate synthase, human PIM kinases, human QPCT, 

peptides involved in Alzheimer disease. 

A second area we are focusing on regards the study of the catalytic mechanism and of the 

inhibition of bacterial β-lactamase enzymes of all classes. β-lactamase enzymes are a major 

defense system of bacteria against antibiotics and represent a threat for human health since 

that they confer resistance against β-lactam antibiotics. Understanding the chemical basis of β-

lactam antibiotics inactivation and how β-lactamases can be inhibited is the starting point for 

developing new drugs to treat infections by resistant bacterial strains. The main tool for the 

study is the determination, by X-ray crystallography, of the tridimensional structure of β-

lactamases and of their complexes with molecules able to provide information about the 

catalytic pathway. 

A third research field concerns mechanistic studies on metalloenzyme and metalloprotein 

function and inhibition. Proteins and enzymes containing metal cofactors play crucial roles in 

cellular metabolism. The peculiar chemistry of metal ions is exploited to perform the most 

difficult chemical reactions. The information coming from crystal structure determination of 

such proteins and from X-ray absorption spectroscopy coupled to NMR spectroscopy is used to 

explain at the molecular/atomic level the properties of these systems adding basic knowledge 

in the perspective of biotechnological applications. 

Recently a further research area has been embraced, aiming to the development of new 

medicines for trypanosomatidic infections. The infectious diseases burden imposed by the 

parasites of Trypanosomatidae family represents a huge problem on people’s lives in countries 

where diseases are endemic. Problems associated with existing drugs include inefficient 

delivery, insufficient efficacy, excessive toxicity and increasing resistance. New drugs are 

urgently needed. The project exploits a highly interdisciplinary approach to optimize innovative 

molecular derivatives as well as natural products against Trypanosomatids.  
 

 

http://www.rcsb.org/
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In the coming years, new approaches in agriculture will be needed. This new agriculture will be 

based on a rich knowledge and technological background and will form the basis for a 

sustainable development. New agriculture provides a key lever to meet the complex and linked 

challenges of changes in climate and socio-economic conditions within the context of 

maintaining cultural heritage, access to resources and a functioning environment. A 

strengthening of the alliance between the worlds of science and agricultural production is 

fundamental to bring synergy between the worlds of knowing and doing. Together, a new 

equilibrium can be built and based on the respect for the environment, food security and well 

being, where both collective and individual responsibilities are taken into account.  

Agriculture has a significant impact on the environment, both positive and negative. To be 

sustainable, agricultural impacts on soil, water, air, biodiversity and landscape need to be 

positive. A central element to new agriculture is the development of an integrated knowledge 

of the environment (ecological services), the culture (people, traditions) and the products 

(organoleptic and nutritional properties) of products which characterise each territory. The 

relation between each will be complex and will evolve with respect to global and regional 

drivers of change. Water serves as a mediator of these links, the element that ties these 

aspects together, but that can either separate or unite producers and consumers. 

An agricultural product is the result of multiple actors working in coordination in a specific 

cultural and geographical context. It contains information organised on multiple levels, at the 

pedoclimatic level, at that of the cultivar, to that of the micro-conditions of each plant. The 

characteristics of the soil and water, as well as the culture of the operator determine the 

qualities of the final product, making it unique. The link between a product and its local 

context, the people and territory in which it was cultivated, is fundamental to identify its value. 

As an ambassador of that territory, certified and quality products provide benefits to both its 

consumers as well as producers as well as insuring a larger territorial integrity for the larger 

regional community.  
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Toscana Life Sciences Foundation (TLS) was established in Siena in 2005 by different public 

and private subjects, to support research activities in the field of life sciences and, in 

particular, fostering the development of projects from basic research to industrial application in 

the field of Life Sciences. 

In particular, TLS is a bio-incubator that supports the start-up of companies in the Life 

Sciences sector. The bio-incubator is located in Siena at the “Torre Fiorentina” Science Park, 

where Achille Sclavo founded the homonymous Tuscan Serotherapeutic and Vaccinogenic 

Institute in 1904 and where GSK has located its Research and Development Center, a flagship 

of Italian and international research with over 2000 employees. 

TLS currently hosts biomedical companies, non-profit research groups and service companies 

that work in the R&D of new drugs, diagnostics and medical devices, and provides access to a 

wide range of specialized services, technological platforms and advanced facilities to both 

incubated companies and external subjects. 

The incubation service package includes access to offices and laboratories and the use of 

instrumentation at competitive costs with respect to market standards. The bio-incubator 

offers over 3000 m2 of spaces equipped with laboratory modules of up to 150 m2 that are 

equipped with modern technologies. A BSL3 laboratory, an animal facility and common spaces 

dedicated to analytical equipment are also available to incubated companies. Moreover, a team 

of professionals with scientific and industrial backgrounds who are specialized in technology 

transfer processes is responsible for supporting incubated companies at every phase of their 

development, also by making a consolidated network of experts and consultants available. 

All the services, including access to instrumentation and technological platforms, are available 

not only to incubated and affiliated companies but also to companies and public and private 

research groups external to the structure. 

TLS is open to evaluating new applications from private individuals, companies, and 

organizations that wish to enter the bio-incubator in order to begin or develop research 

activities and services in the biotech, diagnostics, medical devices, nutraceutics and 

cosmeceutics, and new technologies applied to life sciences fields. 

Furthermore the TLS Foundation has explicitly identified acting in the orphan disease field 

among its institutional objectives by trying, in particular, to act as a link between basic 

research and industrial application in the biomedical and pharmaceutical field. More explicitly, 

TLS is trying to implement some actions that do not regard basic research, which is the first 

phase of study, with the objective of making the consequent scientific results industrially 

developable. 

In 2013, the project “A feasibility study for the in vitro development of an enzyme replacement 

therapy targeted to the treatment of cblC type methylmalonic acidemia with homocystinuria”, 

led by researcher Laura Tinti, was financed by Telethon as part of the “2013 exploratory 

projects call” dedicated to the support of hitherto neglected diseases of a genetic origin. 
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Ilness determined by genetic disorders can be cured by investigating on the relationship 

between genotypes and phenotypes of affected patients. In the case structural knowledge of 

the protein involved in the genetic mutation is available, the role of each amino acids change 

can be related to a specific conformational stress which can be limited by the use of suitable 

therapies. Such structurally driven analysis of genetic pathology has been used for 

Alkaptonuria (AKU), a well characterized rare inherited genetic disorder. All the observed 

mutations occurring in the HGD gene and, hence, in the structure of homogentisate 1,2-

dioxygenase, have been interpreted for their possible functional/conformational effects. The 

enzymatic defect in AKU is caused by autosomal recessive homozygous or compound 

heterozygous mutations within the HGD gene (Fernández-Cañón et al. 1996). The HGD is a 

single-copy gene that spans 54,363 bp of genomic sequence (3q13.33) spited into 14 exons 

and coding for the HGD protein composed of 445 aminoacids (Fernández-Cañón et al. 1996; 

Granadino et al. 1997). The active form of the HGD protein is organised as a hexamer 

comprising two disc-like trimers stacked base-to-base and related by two-fold axes (Titus et al. 

2000). This disease has a very low prevalence (1:1,000,000-250,000) in most ethnic groups 

but it presents a remarkable allelic heterogeneity - 116 different HGD mutations and 33 

polymorphisms have already been reported that are summarised in HGD mutation database 

(http://hgddatabase.cvtisr.sk/) (Zatkova 2011; Zatkova et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2013). Aim of 

this study is the development of a bioinformatic approach, to analyse missense mutations 

effect by i) the sequence variability  and ii) the structural localization on an enzyme dynamic  

model, embedding into the European project DevelopAKUre.  

 

 

A 

 

B 

 
Figure: Cartoon backbone representation of HGD hexamer, A) side view, B) apical view. 
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Antibody drug conjugates (ADCs) have emerged as an important class of anticancer drugs 

designed to harness the specificity of antibodies with the potency of small molecule 

therapeutics. The three main components of ADCs are an antibody targeting a cancer cell, a 

payload cytotoxic drug molecule an the linker connecting this two units. A crucial aspect of the 

conjugate is the linker that must be stable in blood but cleavable inside or outside the cancer 

cell. This lecture reviews the major aspects of ADC based cancer therapy highlighting the role 

of the conjugation mode including the cleavable and non-cleavable linkers and the more recent 

approach to “smart linkers”.  
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In this project a method of chemical analysis on products of plant origin, for food use, has 

been developed. In particular, the study was conducted on samples of yellow-fleshed peaches 

(Prunus persica L. Batsch) and yellow flesh nectarines (Prunus persica L. Batsch, var. 

Nectarina) of four different cultivars (RomeStar, ZeeLady, peaches; Venus, Nectaross, 

nectarines) from two geographic areas of Southern Italy, “Piana di Sibari” and “Piana di 

Metaponto”, located on the Ionian coast of Calabria and Basilicata regions. A further sample of 

commercial nectarine (unknown origin and cultivar) was considered. The samples have been 

characterized by using different and complementary analytical techniques, in order to 

determine and quantify the key phytochemical compounds in peaches and nectarines. The 

measurements of the antioxidant activity (TEAC method) and total polyphenols (Folin & 

Ciocalteu method) hydroalcholic extract of lyophilized pulps, have shown values with 

comparable trend for the two varieties of nectarine (Venus and Nectaross), while in the case of 

peaches, showed more changeable values. A good linear correlation between the two 

parameters, TEAC and total polyphenols content, has been revealed (R² = 0.9651, P = 

0.0018). The HPLC-MS analysis of pulp extracts, allowed the identification and quantification of 

some polyphenols: Chlorogenic and Neochlorogenic acid, Quercetin glycosides (Isoquercetin 

and Rutin) and Kaempferol, showing a predominant relative distribution of the two Chlorogenic 

and Neochlorogenic acids and derivatives of Hydroxycinnamic acids, with a quite similar trend 

compared to antioxidant activity (and total polyphenols). 1H-NMR spectra revealed the 

presence of sugars (sucrose, α- and β-glucose, α-xylose, β-D-fructopyranose) among the main 

constituents of pulp extracts, presenting only minor differences in chemical shift and peaks 

intensity between samples, in agreement with a very similar chemical composition between 

peaches and nectarines. The PCA analysis (Principal Component Analysis), obtained by 

statistical processing of the 1H-NMR spectra, showed the presence of two outlier samples 

(ZeeLady-Peach and Nectaross-Nectarine) in accordance with different chemical compositions 

observed in the high values of Chlorogenic and Neochlorogenic acids from HPLC 

measurements. Furthermore, Cluster analysis showed the grouping of samples for variety, 

between two nectarines (one Nectaross and the other Venus) and between two peaches (both 

RomeStar) with a 60% significance level. The FTIR-ATR measurements on lyophilized samples 

of pulps and skins, confirm the presence of characteristic bands of -COOH groups of organic 

acids, -OH groups of sugars, phenols, water, and peptide groups (NH-CO) (Amide bands I, II 

and III) of proteins. On comparing the skin and pulp FTIR-ATR spectra, more intense 

absorption bands in the region 1800-1500 cm-1 have been found on exocarp samples, 

attributable to cyanidins, while more intense absorption bands corresponding to sugars 

between 1200- 800 cm-1 have been observed in mesocarp samples. 

ToF-SIMS analysis confirmed the presence of cyanidin and phosphatidylcholine in the skin of 

peaches and nectarines, and cyanidin, phosphatidylcholine, oleic acid and coniferyl alcohol in 

the skin of seed. The Cluster analysis obtained from the skins of the seeds, constitutes a viable 

option for the geographic characterization of peaches and nectarines. To complete the 

characterization, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showed a similar chemical composition of 

samples having 88 ± 1% water content, 5.4 ± 0.8% sugar content, 1.8 ± 0.2% fibrous 

content and the remaining 4.8 ± 0.6% associated to minerals. Finally, the rheological analysis 

revealed a similar consistency of samples, characterized by a greater elastic than viscous 

component.  
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Tuscany is traditionally regarded as a not-to-be-missed stop when visiting Italy, not only for 

its early human history dating back to the Etruscan age, and for the consequent richness in 

arts and architecture that have flourished ever since, but also for the quality of its renowned 

wines and for the taste of its food products, whose combination makes the traditional tuscan 

cuisine worldwide known and appreciated. Tuscan food and wine owe their specific character 

and taste to the variety of the landscape and climate, combined with a great diversity of 

bedrock and soils, that collectively make the unicity of this terroir. But which are the 

relationships between geology and wine? And between geology and food? How do the 

composition of the substratum, weathering, soil development, climate and landscape evolution 

influence the character of wine and the quality of food? These questions, once considered 

solely as matters to be treated in nice convivial events, are now receiving increasing attention 

amongst the geological  community, to the point that thematic sessions and disciplinal 

conferences are organized on these topics, with a consequent impact in the scientific literature 

at the highest international level. 

Italy has a long tradition in promoting its cuisine, which reflects a high vocation in quality 

assessment for its agricultural production. Yet there are to date relatively few studies on the 

geological factors that control the quality of Italian food and wine [1]. The Apennines are a 

mountain range that represents the backbone of the italian peninsula. These mountains are 

made of a stack of tectonic slices, consisting of Mesozoic and Tertiary mainly marine 

sedimentary rocks; these were detached from a Palaeozoic basement and piled northeastwards 

since Upper Cretaceous time largely during the Alpine orogeny. The structurally highest units 

are unconformably covered by younger sediments, that were deposited in fluvial-lacustrine and 

marine basins whose formation began in Late Tertiary time, following the orogenic climax [2]. 

The Mesozoic-Tertiary sequence differs greatly from younger sediments, thus reflecting a 

significantly different depositional environment. This lecture, conceived as an introduction to 

the reader who is little familiar with the geological history of Italy, outlines the main 

sedimentary and tectonic events that led to the development of the Apennine belt. The lecture 

aims at providing a framework for the study of the relationships between geology and 

food/wine in Southern Tuscany. Emphasis  is given to the history of the Mesozoic-tertiary 

sedimentary sequence, whose deformation gave rise to the Chianti Mountain Range famous for 

its wine production. The development of younger sedimentary basins, whose fill extensively 

crops out in the Val d’Orcia, will also be illustrated, with the aim at providing a clue for the 

understanding why the cereal production of this province is greatly appreciated by food experts 

and gourmets alike worldwide. 
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent neurodegenerative disease. AD is clinically 

characterized by progressive dementia, cortical atrophy and by presence of amyloid plaques in 

brain tissue. Amyloid plaques are due to protein folding disorders which cause a specific 

protein rearrangement leading to the self-aggregation that finally promote the deposition of 

insoluble protein aggregates [1, 2]. The seven residues sequence KLVFFAE represents the 

amyloidogenic fragment of the Aβ peptide which is involved in protein misfolding and 

aggregation [3]. Moreover phospholipid bilayers are known to affect the aggregation 

phenomena of amyloidogenic fragments [4, 5]. RGKLVFFGR-NH2 sequence (known as OR2 

peptide) is a short synthetic peptide based on the -KLVFF- amyloidogenic fragment sequence 

with added RG-/-GR residues at the N- and C-terminal ends to aid solubility. OR2 has been 

studied, at physiological pH, in absence and in presence of different concentration of Sodium 

Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) mimicking cell membrane. Using different techniques we have 

demonstrated that the residues -KLVFF- strongly influence OR2 behavior. Particularly the 

peptide adopts different conformations in presence of SDS under and above critical micellar 

concentration. A similar behavior was observed for Aβ1-40 [6, 7]. 

 

Superimposed selected region of 1H-NMR spectra of OR2 0.5 mM in
absence of SDS and in presence of SDS 0.5 mM and 20 mM.

OR2 peptide in absence of SDS shows a spectrum
typical of random coil peptide

OR2 peptide in presence of SDS 0.5 mM gives no signal

OR2 peptide in presence of SDS 20 mM appears
structured
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CD spectra of apo (solid line) and Cu(II) bound (dashed 

line) forms of (A) hPrP91-127; (B) hPrP91-115; (C) H96A 

hPrP91-115 and (D) H111A hPrP91-115. All the spectra 

were collected at physiological pH and room temperature. 

The molar concentrations are 0.10 mM and 0.09 mM for 

the peptides and Cu(II) respectively. 
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Understanding the generic mechanism underlining neurodegenerative diseases represents 

nowadays an increasingly growing issue in medical biological and chemical research. 

Neurodegenerative diseases damage central nervous system of many mammals species and 

their pathogenesis has been associated with proteins misfolding and proteinaceous aggregates 

accumulating in neuronal cells. The major hallmark of these pathologies is the presence of 

inclusion bodies mainly made of protein aggregates in the brain, consisting of fibers assembled 

by misfolded proteins with ß-sheet conformation. Amyloid ß (Aß) and human Prion Protein 

(hPrP) are the amyloidogenic proteins associated to Alzheimer Disease and Transmissible 

Spongiform Encephalopathies (TSEs) respectively. Aß is native unfolded but it is prone to 

aggregation in the human body as well as in vitro conditions. On the other hand, Aß undergoes 

to ɑ-helix structural transition in presence of membrane mimicking environments [see for 

example 1, 2]. 

Metals ions, especially copper, zinc and iron play very important role in neurodegeneration 

having impact on both protein structure and oxidative stress. Interestingly Aß and hPrP exist in 

copper- metallated forms and a huge number of evidence has pointed out that specific binding 

domains exist for both Cu(II) and Cu(I) oxidation states [see for example 3, 4]. 

In this study, the effects of either copper binding [5] or membrane interactions on the 

structural rearrangements of amyloidogenic peptides, derived from Aß and hPrP proteins, are 

discussed. 
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Synucleins (α-synuclein  (αS), β-synuclein (βS) and γ-synuclein (γS)) are a family of 

intrinsically disordered proteins, that are involved in numerous neurodegenerative pathologies 

(αS and βS), as well as in various types of cancers (γS)  [1-2]. αS has been widely studied 

because of its neurotoxic role in Parkinson's disease, in addition the inhibitory effect of wild-

type βS on αS aggregation, was discovered several years ago [3]. It is well accepted that 

Cu(II) and Cu(I) ions play a critical role in the aggregation process of synucleins and might 

represent the link between the pathological mechanism of protein aggregation and oxidative 

damage [4, 5]. Many efforts were applied to understand copper (I)/(II) interaction with αS [6-

8], on the other hand very little is known about βS.  

In this work the characterization of Cu(I) binding to the N-terminal region of βS has been 

obtained by means of different spectroscopic techniques. The metal coordination spheres of 

the two proteins (αS and βS) have been also compared.  

 

Structure calculation

The structure of Ag(I) - βS1-15 complex calculated from NOESY. The good overlapping of the 1-5 region, visible for 
the best 30 calculated  structures, shows the metal coordination on Met-1, Asp-2, Met-5 and Met-10.

Met-10
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Met-5

Phe-4

Val-3

Asp-2
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Archaeological surveys combined with physicochemical analysis and the statistical treatment 

can be used as powerful tools to offer a comprehensive picture of historical territories impacted 

by ancient settlements mine exploitation. Despite the fact that information could be hidden 

depending on different historical circumstances and local conditions (i.e. overlapping 

stratification, concurrent influences etc.), in fact traces of different activities persists as 

fingerprints in the landscape. 

Following archaeological and historical questions, a number of scientific techniques applied on 

environmental matrices (i.e. soil, stream sediments, water, plants) can be employed with both 

predictive and descriptive goals (Benvenuti et alii, 2014). In particular, high throughput 

techniques can be used in multi-scale investigations (intra-situ and medium-large territorial 

scale) in order to obtain detailed chemical and/or geochemical maps. The merging of these 

data with archaeological maps will give a more accurate interpretation of the historical context 

and can be very advantageous in the excavation planning of a site (Dallai et alii, 2013). 

This model need a specific care in the classification, storage and recovering of the data. 

Consequently the production of a ”smart database” is mandatory in order to have a correct 

inter-exchangeability of the data and flexibility in the data-mining. 

In the present work the methodological approach of our research is reported together with key 

studies demonstrating its validity and robustness.  

In particular we focused our attention on some ancient mining and smelting sites of “Colline 

Metallifere”, a wide territory located in the south-west of Tuscany. This area is characterized 

for the presence of arsenic and heavy metals contamination associated with a relevant and 

longstanding tradition of ore mining and processing (Donati et alii, 2005). The great 

development of mining activity was due to the presence of a large mineral deposit, mainly 

constituted by mixed sulfide ores that were exploited since Eneolithic age for the production of 

copper, silver, lead and iron. Beside this, considerable alunite deposits underwent to a 

systematic extraction activity recorded from Late Middle Age to early XIXth century. Here, 

archeological research has been developed since ’80 through excavations and surveys, 

covering a territory of more than 145 km2 , recording and describing over 2500 sites (about 

50% of these were ancient mining and/or smelting sites) (Bianchi et alii, 2009).  

Through this multidisciplinary approach several sites were investigated; the results have 

contribute to propose a possible historical interpretation of the landscape, with a special focus 

on their mining and metallurgical aspects, and have offered new possible perspectives to 

ongoing archaeological researches.  
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09 JUNE 2015 

 
VISIT TO GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) 

http://us.gsk.com/ 
 

The vaccines, medicines, and consumer healthcare products that we research and develop can 

improve people’s health and well-being, ultimately helping them to live life to its fullest and 

contribute to the prosperity of their communities. 

We ask each of our 98,000 employees across the 115 countries to share our mission and 

consider how what they do can help all those people who rely on the products we make. It is 

why every day our scientists search for new ways to improve the treatment of diseases and 

illnesses. And it is why we have been pioneering new solutions that allow us to make our 

products available to those who need them, wherever in the world they live and whatever their 

ability to pay. We are a business, so we need to do this in a sustainable way. But in doing this 

well, we deliver a profitable and sustainable performance. This in turn allows us to generate 

value and returns for our shareholders, while maintaining the substantial investment we make 

into the research and discovery, manufacturing, supply and distribution of our products that 

ultimately delivers value to patients and society. 

We are a science-led global healthcare company. We research and develop a broad range of 

innovative products in three primary areas of Pharmaceuticals, Vaccines and Consumer 

Healthcare. We have a significant global presence with commercial operations in more than 

150 countries, a network of 86 manufacturing sites in 36 countries and large R&D centers in 

the UK, USA, Spain, Belgium and China. 

On 2 March 2015 we completed a 3-part transaction with Novartis which reshapes our 

business. 

We acquired Novartis’s vaccines business (excluding influenza vaccines) and combined our 

Consumer Healthcare businesses to create a new company. By substantially strengthening 

Vaccines and Consumer Healthcare, we can deliver far-reaching benefits to patients and 

consumers, and further value to shareholders. In addition, Novartis acquired our marketed 

Oncology portfolio. Our Pharmaceuticals business develops and makes medicines to treat a 

broad range of acute and chronic diseases. Our portfolio is made up of both patent-protected 

and off patent medicines. Our vaccines business is one of the largest in the world, producing 

pediatric and adult vaccines against a range of infectious diseases. In 2014, we distributed 

more than 800 million doses to 170 countries, of which over 80% were supplied to developing 

countries. We develop and market a range of consumer healthcare products based on scientific 

innovation. We have brands in four main categories: Total Wellness, Oral health, Nutrition, and 

Skin health. These include a number of well-known brands such as Aquafresh, TUMS, and 

Sensodyne. 

Our mission is to help people do more, feel better, live longer. Our business is focused on the 

delivery of three strategic priorities which aim to increase growth, reduce risk, and improve 

our long-term financial performance. These priorities are: grow a diversified global business, 

deliver more products of value, and simplify the operating model. Our actions and business 

practices aim to reflect GSK’s values of transparency, integrity, respect for people, and patient 

focus. Operating responsibly and ensuring our values are embedded in our culture and decision 

making helps us better meet the expectations of society. 

We support innovative programs that bring sustainable change in communities in the US.  By 

listening to diverse communities to better understand health challenges and opportunities, 

we’ve learned that much of what influences our health happens outside the doctor’s office, in 

our communities. Community health factors, such as education, our environment, nutrition, 

and exercise, have a major impact on individual health. We believe that GSK is well-positioned 

to help tackle and solve some of these most pressing community health challenges. As part of 

our longstanding commitment to building healthy communities, in 2012, we launched a 

national initiative designed to better understand the barriers and identify opportunities for 

building healthier communities in the United States. This initiative included a series of events, 

called “Conversations on Community Health”. Phase one uncovered new insights about what it 

means, and what it takes, to build a healthy community. Phase two, which includes the launch 

of the new GSK IMPACT Grants and the redesign of the GSK IMPACT Awards, will leverage that 

knowledge and demonstrate innovative ways local organizations and businesses can work 

together to make a meaningful difference toward building healthier communities. 
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16 JUNE 2015 

 
VISIT TO BARONE RICASOLI VINEYARD AND CELLAR 

http://www.ricasoli.it/  
 

Ricasoli is the oldest winery in Italy, the second oldest in the world according to the leading 

American magazine Family Business. Today it is the largest winery in the Chianti Classico area: 

Brolio Castle, where Baron Bettino Ricasoli invented the Chianti formula in 1872, is surrounded 

by 1,200 hectares in the communes of Gaiole and Castelnuovo Berardino. Valleys, hills, woods 

of oak and chestnut trees, 240 hectares of vineyards and 26 hectares of olive groves, all 

enjoying the beauty and the wide variety of soils and climate in this central Chianti area. 

In the middle of the 1990s, Barone Ricasoli started a huge project to renew the vineyards in 

its Chianti Classico land. They were old vineyards (all planted at the end of the 1960s and the 

beginning of the 1970s), ripped apart by Esca, with low densities per hectare and containing all 

the varieties belonging to Chianti Classico, but distributed randomly. So an excellent 

opportunity arose to renew and improve the vineyards, while introducing international 

varieties, such as merlot and cabernet, at the same time. 

Considering that most of the land was made up of rock and that the breaking up of the land 

had to be done using ploughs and explosives, the problem of reclamation proved to be 

complicated and hard right from the start.  

So far 204 hectares have been replaced in Brolio, using modern preparation techniques and 

genetically selected material, all aimed at obtaining long-lived vineyards capable of producing 

high-quality grapes. 

Plant spacing was based on high density and the number of vines varies from 5500 to 6600 

per hectare. The training system is spurred cordon, 50 cm from the ground. There are 8 buds 

per plant and crop thinning enables a yield of about 1 kg of grapes per vine (65-70 

quintals/ha).The white grape varieties, on the other hand, are guyot trained so as to exploit 

bud fertility to the full.  

The attention paid to the terroir, which influences Barone Ricasoli’s decisions, is at the base of 

the zoning study.  

The harvest is done separately for every vineyard plot. The grapes are taken to the vat 

room in containers with a maximum capacity of 200 kg; vinification takes place in small steel 

vats, enabling us to carefully control the fermentation process and to keep all the 

characteristics of every single vineyard plot separate. Experiments and a thorough knowledge 

of the land have led us to vinify separately also within the same plot and according to the 

morphological similarities of the subsoil. The structure of the vinification vat room was devised 

so that the vats can be filled by means of gravity, which allows a gentle punching down so as 

to extract the noblest substances from the skins. At the end of the fermentation process the 

wines are transferred to barrels and oak barriques. The frequent organoleptic and laboratory 

controls accompany Ricasoli wines throughout their development right up to the long 

(sometimes very long) bottle maturation, in appropriate heat-controlled rooms, before being 

sent off to the four corners of the earth. 

Brolio has always been a prime place for innovation and experimentation. It was here that 

Bettino Ricasoli, in search of a “sublime wine”, invented the Chianti formula in 1872, after 

three decades of patient research and meticulous experiments, a compromise between art, 

passion and science: “...meanwhile, we beat our path to you, science and a little bit of art; to 

me more art than science” (Bettino Ricasoli, 1873). 
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22 JUNE 2015 

 
VISIT TO COLLEVILCA GLASS FACTORY 

http://www.collevilca.it/ 
 

Nowadays, the main production of Colle Val d'Elsa is made up of several companies that 

produce crystal glass objects applying an automatic or semi automatic manufacturing 

technique. Among those, only one company still produces handcrafted items, that is ColleVilca 

srl, which keeps to the old and traditional art of manufacturing crystal. A visit to the ColleVilca 

factory is planned, to show how the crystal is manufactured. The crystal, ‘crystal glass’ or ‘lead 

crystal’, is a form of glass with high concentrations of Pb. The lead crystal industry produces 

high-quality drinking glasses, stemware, cups, goblets, vases and similar articles made of 

glass that contain up to 35 wt% of lead oxide. According to an EU directive (69/493/EEC, 

Council Directive of 15 December 1969 on the approximation of the laws of the Member States 

relating to crystal glass. OJ, 1969. L326, 599-602), which explains the definitions and rules for 

its composition, glass traded within the EU must contain at least the 24% of PbO to be called 

‘crystal’. Moderate additions of PbO to the glass increase its chemical resistance. High lead 

content lowers the melting temperature and results in decreased hardness, but an increased 

refractive index of the glass, which is important for its ‘brilliance’. At ColleVilca, each crystal 

glass product is manufactured in full, from the mixing of its raw materials to the final package, 

for successive distribution and usage processes. Visiting ColleVilca will allow everyone to 

observe in detail each step of the manufacturing process. Melting of the raw materials in 

furnaces, crystal forming, tempering, cutting and acid polishing are the most traditional steps 

of the manufacturing process that could be seen. Much attention will be paid to the traditional 

step of blowing and modelling of the pieces, which demonstrates the ceremonial magic of the 

masters. In fact, the magic touch of ColleVilca glass masters has never been surpassed, as 

they transform a shapeless glowing mass into a piece of art with their keen skill. The results 

are unique, highly artistic objects. The principal steps and techniques in making and decorating 

fine crystal glass objects at the plant will be shown and explained in English by an expert. 
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22 JUNE 2015 
 

SOVESTRO IN POGGIO VINEYARD AND CELLAR 

http://www.sovestroinpoggio.it/ 
http://www.siena.coldiretti.it/ 

 

Sovestro in Poggio is a farm located on the hills of Chianti near San Gimignano. We are a small 

farm and we produce wine, olive oil, grappa and sweet wine. We delight our self in receiving 

people from all over the word and we are pleased to involve everybody in our activities. 

The visit to our farm consists in explanation of viticulture, visit to the cellars, vinification, 

technical wine tasting with typical Tuscan foods.  

We love what we are doing, we love nature and what nature gives us: our wines and the 

simplicity of our life. 

Mostly we love people, particularly when people appreciate the products from this land. 

We are waiting you. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


